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Abstract— Closed questions offer poor information on 

student's ability to manage and apply knowledge. On the other 

hand, open questions have advantages because it may be used to 

grasp students' conceptual maturity and ability of 

communication. However, scoring open question answer is not 

trivial and time-consuming so an automatic scoring tool becomes 

necessary. An attempt was made to create a scoring tool for open 

and short text question answer in Bahasa Indonesia that 

resembles the way school teachers do scoring. Automatic scoring 

of a student answer was based on the similarity between the 

answer and predefined key answers. The proposed automatic 

scoring tool has a form of correlation with human scoring so that 
the model may be used to predict teacher scoring. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Assessment in a teaching learning process is not a trivial 
work in all of its stages, including the scoring. Effort to make 
tools to help assess students work has been a long activity [1]. 
Currently, automatic scoring can be successfully carried out on 
closed questions [2], and they include multiple choice, with 
one or more correct answers, true or false, short answer, a word 
or simple phrase from a list, numerical, matching, and 
calculated questions. 

Closed questions have been useful to check whether 
students have grasped the essentials. However, closed 
questions offer poor information on the student's ability to 
actively manage and apply their recently acquired knowledge 
[3]. Open questions are a common way to get an insight into 
the conceptual maturity a student may have achieved after a 
learning period. In open questions the student is asked to 
produce a piece of text using his/her own choice of words and 
form of expression (free-text answers). Questions can be very 
specific, with only a word or two for a correct answer, or 
require the student to write a brief essay on the subject.  

Closed questions may be used cost effectively to verify 
comprehension. On the other hand, giving only closed 
questions in an assessment may cause student thought be filled 
with knowledge that is out of context. Knowledge obtained 
without proper or authentic context is not engaging or 
motivating, thus making it hard for students to comprehend and 
remember a concept [4]. Consequently, students will find it 
difficult to implement the concept to the real world. Generally, 
asking students to construct something in open questions 

provides better assessment than asking them to select among a 
small set of alternatives [5]. The use of open questions 
provides better benefits in at least two dimensions of 
assessment: conceptual maturity and ability of communication. 

Even for short answer questions, the marking of open 
question tests proves much harder than that of closed questions 
tests [3]. The automatic marking of free text answers is still a 
field of research and researchers have been obtaining various 
results. 

This writing describes an effort to develop automatic 
scoring of open short text question tests in Bahasa Indonesia. 
The mark is obtained by calculating the similarity of student 
answers to key answers. We have surveyed teachers to get 
insight into how they score open question tests. We found that 
teachers have a high variation in the way they mark student 
answers and that a similarity score is fairly indicative to predict 
the mark of teachers. 

II. RELATED WORKS 

A number of approaches have been proposed in the past for 
automatic scoring of short text answer. Among the best papers 
that present a result study for this topic is the one by [1]. They 
compare several knowledge-based and corpus-based methods 
of measuring semantic similarity of texts in auto grading 
system. They collected data from three student assignments 
and asked two human judges to score the answers by 
comparing the student answers with the golden key answers. 
Later on, similarity methods were applied to measure similarity 
between student answers to the golden answers. The 
researchers found that the corpus-based LSA (latent semantic 
similarity) methods give a measure with the best correlation 
compared to other methods. 

Another research [6] develops a method called SynSemSim 
(syntactic-semantic-similarity) to measure the similarity of shot 
texts. They applied the method to an auto grading system and 
concluded that the method may successfully calculate the 
similarity of texts that have similar structure. The method fails 
to calculate similarity of compound sentences and sentences 
with a lot of stop word. 

We have not found any researches in automatic scoring that 
took Bahasa Indonesia as the object. Most researches on 
Bahasa Indonesia have been about stemming [7, 8], clustering 
[9, 10, 11] and plagiarism detection [12]. 
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III. METHOD 

We made a forked version of Moodle learning management 
system so that it provides a short answer question type with 
automatic scoring. Moodle has already had a short answer 
question type and the scoring is based on the exact matching 
between a student answer and one or more key answers. Our 
version has an additional question type similar to short answer 
question but the scoring is calculated based on semantic 
similarity of a student answer and key answers. In case of 
misspelling, our version scores student answers by calculating 
the edit distance (such as Levenshtein distance). 

We conducted a survey to learn how Indonesian teachers 
score students' answers. We made question and answer sheets 
with a total of 40 questions that were answered by students. 
We asked more than 150 local teachers to score the answers. 
Students had simulatively answered the questions in various 
ways, some with an exact match to the key answers, some with 
wrong spelling, and some others with synonymy or phrases 
that have related meaning to the key answer. Later on, teachers 
scoring were statistically analyzed and compared to methods of 
automatic scoring. 

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

Rather than creating our own software, we have chosen to 
modify Moodle to provide an open short text question type. 
Moodle is an open source software, which means that the 
software may be changed or re-engineered to suit one's needs. 
Creating a new question type involves several steps from 
copying and modifying a folder and several files. Closed short 
text question type is already available in Moodle. Therefore, 
creating the open short text question type is simplified by 
changing the scoring algorithm of the closed question type. 
Consequently, the look of the modified question type does not 
change (see Fig. 1). 

Scoring of closed short text question type is conducted by 
comparing the student answer to one or more key answers. In 
the modified open version, scoring is conducted in three 
conditional steps. Firstly, if a student's answer has a match to 
one of the key answers, the student get a maximum score. 

 

Fig. 1. Modified version of Moodle showing several short answer questions  

Secondly, if the answer has a lexical meaning, scoring is 
calculated based on the lexical relationship such as synonym or 
hyponymy. Lastly, if a student answer is not in a standard 
dictionary, then scoring is based on the edit distance between 
the student answer and one of the key answers. 

An attempt was made for the scoring algorithm to predict 
the scoring of human, who are the local teachers. They were 
asked to score question and answer pairs, as if the answers 
were made by students. Various answers were simulated. Of all 
40 questions, one was answered with exact match to the key 
answer and 2 were answered using synonymy. Additionally, 3 
answers were unrelated, 7 answers contain typo resulting 
words without meaning, while 3 answers contain typo having 
new meanings. An example below shows a question and a 
student answer that has typographical error causing it to have a 
new meaning: 

Setelah sarapan pagi, Nina berkeras dengan memasukkan 

pakaian dan peralatan lain ke dalam ransel. Kepergiannya 

kali ini hanya untuk dua hari sehingga bawaannya tidak 

banyak.  

(After breakfast, Nina _____ by putting her clothes and 

accessories into her backpack. Her travel this time was just 

for two days so she did not bring many items.) 

Key answer for the above question is “berkemas” (to do 
packing), and a student had answered the question with 
“berkeras” (to insist). 

Table 1 shows the average scores that teachers gave to 
various types of student answers. An answer that matches the 
key was scored nearly 100 points and the others were scored 
expectedly less depending on the similarity of the answers with 
the key. The higher the similarity of a student answer to the 
key answer, the higher the score. 

TABLE I.  TEACHERS' SCORING ON STUDENTS' ANSWERS 

Relationship between students' 

answers and key answers 

Average score 

(by teachers) 

Standard 

Deviation 

Exact match 99.6 3 

Synonymy 76 23 

Hyponymy 81 18 

Hyponymy, 2 level 72 22 

Hypernymy 72 21 

Hypernymy, 2 level 57 26 

Meronymy 62 27 

Holonymy 62 29 

1 letter typo, no lexical meaning 70 15 

2 letter typo, no lexical meaning 59 23 

1 letter typo, has lexical meaning 43 35 

2 letter typo, has lexical meaning 34 30 

No relationship 35 30 
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Table 1 presents several scoring data when a student’s 
answer and the key answer are related in the context of 
elements of a WordNet. WordNet element typically consists of 
word, word definition, and related words. Related words can be 
hyponyms/troponyms (words that have smaller scope in 
meaning), hypernyms (words that have wider scope in 
meaning), and synonyms (words that have similar meaning). 
One node in a WordNet is called a synset which contains the 
word, definition, synonyms and reference to the related words. 
So synonyms are in the same synset and two synsets are 
directly connected if the containing word of a synset is related 
to the word of the other synset. 

Teachers' average score has a kind of positive correlation 
with the distance of two synsets. Distance of two synsets is 
measured by counting the number of synset nodes connecting 
both synset in the WordNet. When the two words are in the 
same synset (i.e. they are synonymous and the distance is 
zero), teachers’ score is high. On the other hand, when the 
distance is 2 or both words are 2 level apart, lower score was 
given. This result agrees with what was proposed by previous 
researchers [13, 14] who pointed out that shorter path from one 
node to another in a WordNet resembles higher similarity of 
the containing words. 

Assessment to answers with typographical errors results to 
different score depending on the number of mistyped letters 
and whether the errors cause the word to have different 
meaning. One letter typo is regarded acceptable as long as it 
does not make a new word. However, more than one letter typo 
is not tolerable so that teachers gave more severe penalty. On 
the other hand, answers with typos that make a new word is 
perceived similar to unrelated answers. 

Looking at the table, we suggest that the most suitable 
model to predict teachers' score is a set of logical rules; such as 
if answer is synonymy, then score is 80. We could not establish 
a mathematical formula that relates teacher score and the 
distance between a student answer and the key answer. Our 
survey shows, for instance, that synonymous answer is scored 
similar to the first level hyponym answer. In contrast, Resnik's 
statement suggests that two synonymous words have higher 
similarity than two hyponymous words, so the former should 
have higher score than the latter. The use of the rule should 
mind the condition that the score is predictive and the standard 
deviation is large. Hence an individual teacher may give score 
quite differently from the score of the model. Large standard 
deviation means that teachers’ scoring varies considerably and 
they are quite subjective when they score open short text 
answer. 

V. CONCLUSION 

Automatic assessment of open short text answer can be 
implemented as a tool to help teachers score students' answers. 
Teachers score has a positive correlation to the similarity of 
answers and the keys. It is suggested that a set of logical rules 
may be implemented to predict teachers scoring. 
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